Incidence of wave breaking for pure wind driven waves has been studied on Lake Washington at wind speeds up to 8 m s-i. Video recordings were employed to identify and categorize the breaking events m terms of micro-scale, spilling and plunging breakers. These events were correlated with the magmmde of the wave spectrum measured with s resmtance wure wave gauge and band pa.m filtered between 6 and l 0 Hz. An equivalent percentage of breaking crests were found for spdJing and plunging events.
to breaking, is one of the key parameters in wave prediction models which arc based on the energy eransfer equauon:
where E is the wave specuaI energy density, V is velocity at which the wave energy propagates (i.e., group velocity plus currents), Sin is source function due to wind input, Sni is source function due to nonlinear wave-wave interactions, and S¢iu is source term due to dissipation. In the s=ate of the an. Thus. the variability ofproceases resixmsible for wave breaking events may also be res_nsible for some ofthescatter found between measured radarcmas sections and wind speed (orwind stress). So far as the relationship to wind stre_ m concerned, it is quite possible that the intensity of wave breakmg affects the wind stress m a manner which more closely parallels the effect on radar ba_scaner than the relationship between t0 m neutral wind speed, Ut0N, and ere. It is customary to use Ul_ rather than the true wind speed in this relationship. U IoN ts convemble to a wind stress by defining a relationship between the neutral drag coefficient, Co#. and U10 _ viz: F_ the _ of this study, t0 data sere were analyzed. The length of each data set is 2 hours. The experimentat conditions during these data sets are summarized in Table I E6_ Io --_6-l0 N_ " (3) Eo,6-I0 We also determ/x_ the inverse wave age, U IoN/Cp or u./Cp, for each run, where Cp = g/cop is the phase speed of the dominant waves corresponding to the angular frequency, aJp = 2_fp, of the speetr_ peak and, g is the acceleration due to gravity.
%B,+p was correlated with various measures of the atmospheric mrt_ence and the relative wind forcing (identically equivalent to the inverse wave age). Both single and dual parameter linear regressions (Lapin, 1983) were calculated for several variables using the statistical program package
puattro-Pro.
A curvilinear fit was also tried when it was noted that a linear fit for a certain variable was not optimal. 
RESULTS

Figure 3a is a pio_ of %B dete.nnined from video records and separau_ into micro-scale
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where v is the kinen_ic viscosity of air. ALl theae peummete_ are =bout equally good predictors of %B, +r However, f_om the statistics of the regression =rudyeda provided in Table H Table 11 . It is easy to tmdennand that young waves which are being sttonlJy forced by • large wind sue.u should be breaking more frequently. Whether young wavu, which am aim short (i.e., the wavelength at the peak of _ specuum is short) break more fmquendy thin dmu d_ have a wkler spoctral ranse d_rou_ which to disu-ibute _e wind/nput by non-.linear imeractiom-we/n:end to/rives-tigme further. We hypod_esize that the absolum width of the wave specuum (or the value of the wave number at the peak of the specmml) could be considered as mother parameter for improving the prediction ot the incidence of wave breaking. Once the imen_ationships have been esmbl/shed for thz simp_ casz of wind dnvon waves, the role /mponmce ofswell (ofvam_le amplitude and relative directionto thewind waves) as well as surfacecurrentsinwave breakingcan then be studiedmore effectively.
